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Let C be a nonempty subset of a normed linear space, T a selfmap of C. 
(I) T is called quasicontractive if there exists some constant k 
O<k<l, for Vx,yeC 
such that 
IIT-- TYII ~~~max{lb-AL II= WI, IIY- OIL lb- Trll, lb- WI}. 
(II) T is called generalized contractive if Vx, y E C x # y, 
IITx- TYII <max{Il=.AL IL- Txll, IIY- T.ll, lb- TYII, Ily- Txll}. 
(III) T is called generalized nonexpansive if Vx, y E C 
I/T= T’ll dmax{Il=rll~ I/x- Txll, IIY- TYIL I/x- 011, Ily- W}. 
(IV) T is called hemicontractive if Vx E C, p E F(T) 
IITx-PII~~ llx-~II~+ IIX- TJ-I12, 
where F(T) denotes the fixed point set of T. 
For, each x0 E C, the iteration sequence (x,> is called an Ishikawa 
scheme [l] if 
Y,=B~Tx~+(~-B,)x, 
X n+~=(l-%)-%,+a,Ty,, 
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where {a,,}, (pI1} satisfy (i) 0 d CX,, 6 p,, d 1, (ii) lim,, r fi,2 = 0, and 
(iii) C,“=, x,P,~ = n3. 
THEOREM. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space and 
T: C -+ C a continuous generalized nonexpansive mapping. Then for each 
X~E C the sequence of Ishikawa iterates {x,}. Satisfying (i)-(iii), converge 
to a fixed point of T. If T satisfies (I) then this result reduces to [2, 
Theorem 11; if T satisfies (II) then this result reduces to [3, Theorem 23. 
In order to prove the above theorem we shall first prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA. Let C be convex subset of a Hilbert space, T a generalized non- 
expansive selfmap of C with F(T) nonempty and Ix,,} a sequence of Zshikawa 
iterates. Then, at least one of the following is true Vp E F( T); 
lb n+l-~I12= 11x,-PII*-%&,(1-B,,) IIx,-~~,11*. (1) 
lb n+I-~I12~(1-a,Pn) Ilx,--P11*+~,Pf, IIx,-~~,/1*. (2) 
lb n+l-~l126(1-%) lb,-pl12+%Bn IITx,-Tynl12. (3) 
Proof: Since C is a subset of a Hilbert space, it follows that for 
x, y, z E C and for a real number i we have 
llix+(l-L)y-zll*=A llx-z~~*+(l-~) (ly-zll*-A(1-;1) llx-y(l2. 
(4) 
Thus, using the definition of {xn) and (4), we have 
IIX n+l-~I12= ll(l -a,)x,+a,Ty,-pII* 
=a, /ITY,-~l/*+(l -a,) II~,-P~~* 
-a,(1 -a,) I/TY~-x~II*. (5) 
On the other hand, T is generalized nonexpansive, so that 
IITyn-pII*= IITY,- Tpll*~max{IIy,-pII*, IIY,- TYAI*, IIP- Tpl12, 
II yn- Tpl12> II P- T~nll’). (6) 
From (6), at least one of the following is true: 
(A) IITY,--PII~~ Ilyx-PII* 
(B) IITyn-~ll*b IIY,- Ty,l12. 
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If (A) is satisfied, then from (5) we have 
lb n+,-P112~(1-4 IIx”--Pl12+~, II.Yn-Pl12--“(~--a,) II~,--Yn11*. 
(7) 
Since 
IIY,-Pl1*= 118,%1+(1 -B,b,-PII2 
=AI Il~~,,-PllZ+ (1 -PA lb--PII2 
-Ml -8,) Il&--~,ll*~ (8) 
and at least one of the following is true: 
(Aa) II~x~-PII*~ /I~,-~11* 
(Ab) II%z-~ll~~ lk-Rzl12> 
If (Aa) holds then, from (8), we have 
IlY,-PI12Q lb,-PII*-P,U -P,) IL%- TxnI12. (9) 
Substituting (9) into (7) gives 
lb .+I-~l12<(1 -4 II x,--Pll*+a, II~,--P~~* 
-~~Bn~~-Bn~Il~,-~~,l12--a,~~-~,~Il~,-~~,l12 
G ll~n-~I12-anPn(l -I&J lb,- ~x,ll*. 
If (Ab) is satisfied then, from (8), we have 
Substituting (10) into (7) gives 
II&l+1 -PII*~(~-KJ Il~n-~l12+~n(l-~n) lk-~ll~ 
+ a,Di lb, - Tx,ll* - aAl - 4 lb, - Onl12 
d (1 - aA lb, -pII’+ a,Bi lb, - WI*. 
If (B) holds, then, from (5), we have 
lb n+1-~l12~~,II~,-~~,112+~~-~,~ lb,--PII* 
-a,(1 -a,) lb,- Onl12. (11) 
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However, 
Substituting (12) into (11) we have 
Proof of Theorem. From Schauder’s fixed point theorem, F(T) is 
nonempty. Since C is a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space and T is 
continuous. 
Then T is also hemicontractive. 
From [2, Lemma 21, lim inf, I/x, - Tx,I( = 0. 
Thus, there exists a subsequence (xnk} of {x,} such that 
lip [Ix,, - Tx,,ll = 0. (13) 
On the other hand, it follows from the compactness of C that {xnk} has 
a convergent subsequence {x,~}. 
Let 
lim x,~ =p. (14) m-m 
From (13) and the continuity of T, we obtain p = Tp; that is, p is a fixed 
point of T. 
Since C is compact and T: C -+ C, there exists a constant d > 0 such that 
Ij TX, - Ty,ll* < d and IJx, - Tx,I/' < d for all n. 
For an arbitrary E > 0, it follows from (ii), that there exists a natural 
numer N such that, for n >, N, 0 d/In d c/d. (15) 
On the other hand, it follows from (14) that there exists a natural 
number m, such that for m 2 m, we have 1(x,,, -pI(* < E. (16) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that n,, 3 N. 
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We shall now prove by induction that 
IIX,-Pl12~~ 
for all n > n,,. From (16), inequality (17) is true for n = ylmO. 
Suppose it is true for some n > n,,. From the lemma, 
if (1) holds then IIx,,+~-~II~< Il~,---pl/~<~. 
if (2) is satisfied, then from (15) and 11x,- 7’x,l12<d, 
(17) 
IIX .+,-pl12~(1-~~P.)~+a,B.~d=c. 
if (3) holds then, from (15) and II TX, - TynI12 <d, 
Therefore, lim, x, = p. 
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